
Robyn Hilliard
Four Seasons Train Station 
Medium: 3d 
Animation style: Cartoony, looks like a toy train station. 
Environment: Four villages each with a different season all have same layout. 4 
buildings two are homes and two are businesses. A road that goes right in front of the 
buildings, with lamp posts on each side of the road with cars and bikes on the road. 
Where the swoops up, there is a town circle with a small clock tower. Below that there is 
a giant tree that is different in each village. On each side of the tree and the town center 
are the statues that represent the children playing and select activities for that season. 
Color Palette: (Winter) White, yellow, blue green and red. (Fall) Oranges, Reds, 
Purples, Greens, and Browns.(summer) Greens, blues, Yellows. (Spring) Yellows, light 
blues, light greens, pink, and purple. 
Items to model: 
Train: Steam engine with 8 to 10 cars. Anything from passenger cars and cars carrying 
things like logs(nothing dangerous) Also, inside of passenger cars will be modeled so 
you can see it from the inside and out. Also will have lights in them where some are on 
and some are not. Can’t have a train without a Train track and train station. 
River: everything needs to melt from winter, so between winter and spring there will be a 
small river, creek that will go under the train tracks which is reason for a bridge on the 
train tracks. 
Road: not only is there a road in each village there is road that is even with the train 
tracks that connect the villages together. 
Trees: 4 different types of trees. One tree in each village and multiple trees in the 
spaces between the villages. Pine tree, Maple tree, apple tree, oak. 
Statues:
(winter) Figure skater on a track, that moves. snowman, snow angels, snow ball fight, 
giant christmas tree with lights, decorated homes with christmas. 
(Fall) Kids playing in piles of leaves, pumpkins and pumpkin picking, corn mazes, 
haunted house, leaves, kids walking to school on a track, piles of leaves, scarecrows, 
corn stalks, pilgrims and indians and turkeys. 
(Summer) kids swimming, spraying hose, sun bathing, playing baseball on a track, 
camping
(Spring) jumping in mud puddles, picking flowers, easter egg hunting, rainbows, playing 
kickball on a track. 
Lights: Lights from lamps, homes, and sun
Camera:Follow train then lead off to road to each village. 
Sound: kids playing, singing, laughing, train, ducks quaking. 
(winter) christmas carols, laughing
(fall) haunted house, wind, ruffling of leaves
(summer) splashing water, lawn mowers, and kids playing and laughing
(spring) birds chirping, kids laughing. 
Textures: bricks for most of the buildings, make it look like ceramics, or that it was 
painted on. 


